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Main Themes: The soggy inflation report in the US
steered global bond prices higher and left the share
market session mixed. The AUD/USD continues to
push higher after losing ground through late
January.
Share Markets: US share markets ended the session
mixed. The Dow Jones rose 62 points (or +0.2%),
clawing back earlier losses, and the S&P 500 lost 1
point. The Nasdaq also lost ground, by 35 points
(or-0.3%).
Interest Rates: US bond yields fell after a weak US
inflation report reinforced concerns about the
economic outlook. US 2-year yields fell by 1 basis
point and 10-year yields fell by 3 basis points.
Foreign Exchange: Since falling to a low of 0.7564
on February 2, the AUD/USD has appreciated to
0.7756 where it encountered a modest sell off. The
price action of the AUD/USD suggests the AUD/USD
will try again to push higher and break above
0.7800 in the near term.
In other currencies, the AUD/NZD pair hit a twoyear high of 1.0728 before slipping closer to the
1.0700 mark.
Commodities: US crude stockpiles dropped by 6.6
million barrels to the lowest level since March 2020,
falling more than expected and extending oil’s gain
to the longest in two years (using the West Texas

Intermediate quote for oil).
COVID-19: The World Health Organisation (WHO)
recommended AstraZeneca's shot for all adults over
18, paving the way to speed up immunisation in
developing countries. The company is studying how
to boost output.
Australia: Consumer sentiment rose 1.9% in
February to 109.1, according to the latest
Melbourne Institute survey. The index continues to
hover around the ten-year high from December,
suggesting consumers remain optimistic about the
economic recovery.
The results were mixed across States. NSW
increased 3.5% and Victoria rose 4%, as they made
progress in containing the virus. Victoria is now
registering the strongest print amongst the States,
reflecting the progress it has made in managing the
pandemic after its extended lockdown in 2020.
In contrast, sentiment declined by 8.3% in
Queensland and 7.8% in Western Australia after
both States implemented brief lockdowns following
a long run without local virus transmission.
China: Inflation in China remains subdued.
Consumer prices fell 0.3% in the twelve months to
January. The decline partly reflects a fall in pork
prices which soared in January 2020 following an
outbreak of African Swine Fever.
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Producer prices rose just 0.3% over the same
period. It was noted that steel, copper and coal
prices had risen in China through the year.
United States: The latest inflation report showed
that consumer prices growth remained soggy.
Consumer prices rose 0.3% in January, meeting
consensus expectations. In the 12 months through
January the CPI increased 1.4% after lifting 1.3% in
December.
Consumer prices excluding food and energy, or core
consumer prices, were unchanged for a second
straight month. The core CPI was restrained by a
3.2% plunge in the cost of airline tickets. That offset
increases in the prices of health care, motor vehicle
insurance and tobacco. The core CPI rose 1.4% on a
year-on-year basis, slowing from December’s 1.6%
advance.
US Chair Jerome Powell said the US job market
remains "very far" from a full recovery and called on
lawmakers to support workers. Noting that
employment last month was nearly 10 million
below February 2020 levels, the Fed Chair
emphasised the need for fiscal support and played
down concerns that the economy might overheat as
a result. It could take "many years" to overcome
scars from long-term unemployment and signs of
inflation are scarce, he said in signalling monetary
policy will stay ultra-easy for some time.

Today’s key data and events:
NZ Card Spending Jan (8:45am)
AU Consumer Inflation Expectations Feb prev 3.4% (11am)
UK RICS House Price Balance Jan exp 60% prev 65%
(11:01am)
US Initial Jobless Claims Feb 6 exp 760k prev 779k (12:30am)
Times are AEST. All data forecasts are m/m or q/q and seasonally adjusted
unless otherwise specified. Forecasts for Australian data are our forecasts and
for other countries they are consensus forecasts.
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